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FLIGHT CYCLE SIMULATION FOR EFFECTIVE USE OF CAPABILITIES
AND SOIjRCES OFAIRFORCE BASE.

Bahtiyar EREN| , Assı-Prof-Dr.AIıan ÖZKİL2

Kel,words Eficiency ofAir Force Bases, Flighl Cycle, Discrete Event Simulation, The Occupancy Rale of
Flight Exercise Areas, Runııay Usage

INTRODUCTION
Uncertainties in today's securi§ environmcnt and changcs bascd on thosc uncertainties make the armed

forces be operationally ready so as to deter all kinds of theats from üe beginning of peace times. In order to
maintain üe inlaıd security and carry out the either national or intemational missions given by appıopriate
authority, the armed forces train all üe time. Logistics comes into play while carrying out the missions as
well. Training activities requiıes üe combination of several resources such as man, material, time and place.
When there is a lack of resources, the effective use of available resoulces becomes prominent issue. The high
cost of procurement and sustaining ıesources in any Air Force makes the issue of effective use of available
resoulces even more critical.

]n this context, there are many studies about military especially in aviation. The sfudies carried out
extensively cover the experimentation of validation of military deployment plans aıd the identification of
drawback in both Iogistics support and planning phase of deployment plans including air-transportation [1].
The other study uses both üe simulation and optimization techniques in order to minimize the waiting time of
passengers during the "chcck-in" and to determine the optimum amount of flight cateİing to be procured so as
to l]avü] a minimum excess in the end öf the flight. Thus, the processes of "check-in" and "catering" are
improved via simulation [2]. Due to the high number of flights that takes place in commercial airports rathel
than military ones, it is concluded that the simulation and simulators are very useful for training the persoıınel
who work in conhol tower, optimizing the usage of runway and apron [3]. With the intent of simulating the
Air Traffic Management that has a major role in the use of airports in a fast arıd real way, it is stated that
National Aeronautics and Space Administration §ASA), Federal Aviation Association (FAA) and other US
public and private corporations use simulation as a vital tool [4]. It is observed that the effective usage of
resources related to flight activies is generally limited to commercial flight aıd airports. Therefore, in this
sfudy, the simulation is focused on flight cycle that composed of military aircraft take-off, flight to üe
exercise are4 exercise, flight back to base and landing as well as the effective use lesources such as runway,
exercise area etc.
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Abstract The mission of an Air Force of cmy counhy may be defined as to deli, er soyereign oplions far ihe
defense of ils counlry and ils global inlerests_ They are responsible not only for destroying a lqrgel anyııhere
in lhe world but also delivering humanitqrian assistance to where ond when it is needed. There is one realily
lhat all lhese may happen in any where and at an, time. This really forces Air Forces lo be ready lo
accomplish flighl operqtion missions ğven by headquarters for twenty-four hours a day. This requires a
continuing lraining. The flight units train themselyes qnd carry out dffirenl missions in differenl quanlily nol
only by using lheir resources and capabilities bui also resources and capabilities of differenl /lighl unils froırı
dffirent Air Force Basis. In lhis study, lhe Jlight cycle of Jlight unils was analyzed by a simulation mode
developed in ARENA. Revised üıput düıla sel üıere used because of security reasons. The eficiency offlighl
cycle was delermined by using several measures of performance. The replication and deletion melhod was
used in outpul analysis and 95 ol confidence inteı,vals for each measures of performqnce y,ere eslimaled.



PROBLEM DEFINITION
This sfudy covers the flight cycle of war fighter aircrafts that stationed or deployed to the one o[the

busiest Turkish Air Forces bases that is analyzed in a simulation envilonment. The flight cycle, in this sludy,

bcgins with the "ready to take_off' aircraft in the ruıway, take-off, flight to the dedicated airfield either for
training or for exercise purpose, accomplish the stated mission in the flight plan, back flight to the base and

ends with landing.
This sfudy ends up with the assessing the usage of flight resources such as nınway ald airfield area. ,jach

air force base has its own series of aiıfield. The same airfield can be used for both exercise and training
purposes. The flight cycle that is basically composed of five stages (take-off, flight to the airfield, and ı;arry

out the mission, back flight and landing) is very complex in reality. When the aircraft type, mission type, the

variability oftake-offarıd landing time during the day and the duration offlight are considered, the simulation
method is chosen as an appropriate approach.

INPUT ANALYSIS
Assumptions

Either a single aircraft or more aiıcraft are assigned in the flight plan so as to carry out the mission. The

time rcquired for estimating the runway usage depends on the number of aircraft in the flight pları. Ther,: are

some contfols such as engine conffol takes place in the runway before take-off, similarly, the runway cannot

be used until the aircraft in the final approach lands and clear the runway. The average runway usage in

minutes is shown in Table-l with respect to the nurnber of aircraft in the flight plan. For example the flight
plan rvitli three aircraft allocate the runway as a total of 6 minutes, that's, two and half mİnutes for takt:-off
preparation, two minutes for take-offand one and half minutes for larıding.

NC
Number

Take-off
Prepıration

Final Approach
Landing

Time
Totaı Runway

Usage

1xA/C 1,00 3.00

2x AlC 2.00 1.50 4.50

3 x A,/C 2-50 2.00 1.5 0 6.00

4x NC 3.00 2.0o 2.00 7.00

4.0 0 2.00 3.00 9.00

'Iable l The Averuge Rünşay Usage§ (Io Minutes)

In ofdel to carry out the mission wıitten in the flight pları, soııe aircraft (A/C) that takes offfrom the rase

fly back to the Same base, othels fly to the main (original) or other bases. one ofthe parametefs that mak(| the

pıoblem even complex is the duration of flight, which is subject to change whether it is done during the pı:ace

time tlaining or exercise peıiods. It is nah_ırally assumed that the duration of flights that take place durin6, the

exercise periods is longer and the frequency oftake-offand laıding is very much higher. The flight in exeıcise
periods uses airfield at most possible available whereas the flights in training use the airfield fully, partially or

none. The flights that not use the airfield may follow low/high altitude navigation profile for traiıüng
purposes. The flights in training are similar to the ones in exercise periods in such a way that some flights
head to the airfield directly others head to üe airfield following a navigation mission.

The analysis takes care ofthe flights according to the flight plan that ıequires whether airfield usa6e is

stated or not. If airfield is stated, then runway and airfield usage are aıalyzed together, otherwise; only runway
usage is analyzed. The airbase which analyzed in this study has l4 different airfields. The take-off time aıd
flights to the airfield vary because of the distances from the base. Take-ofi airfield usage and landing lıave

di flerent probabilis] ic chalacüerjSiicS.
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Data and Analy§is
The simulation study is based on past 1 12 days of flight data that took place in one only Air Force Base,

which is coded as Base-l. Within this period of time, 2860 mission, which is the input data for flight cycle, is
completed. An illustrated input data is shown in Tablo-2. "The scqucncc numbcr" is the ordinal numbcr of
mission completed, "Date" deijnes the cxaçt time that flight is done (for example; the flight that is done in l "
ofSept,2008 is coded as 2008090l), "taj<e-ofl'and "landing basc" arc the name ofthe base. Ifcither takc-off
or landing base is "other", it means that flight data is considercd as outbound or inbound to the "Basc-l". The
take-off and laıding time, the squadron's original base name, A/C type and quantity are straight forward. As
mentioned before, there are 14 diffeıent airfield dedicated to Base-l. Airfield number, which begins with the
number l, shows which airficld, is allocatcd in 1he flight plan. In the "Airfield Number" column below Table-
2, Pl aıd P2 stands for the navigation profile utilized in the flight plan. When you examine the Table-2, it is
clear üat Base-1 is open for flight l1 hours 45 minutes, which the difference between first take-off time,
08:15, and last landing time, l9:00.

enenc xamp ata etc e

The duration of outbound and inboıııd flights to üe airfield is determined with the help of squadron
persorrrıel. In üe çurrent training policy, the pilot can follow navigation profile eitheı iiom departure to
tıaining area or lecovery (flight back to Base-l from training area). In this study, it is assumed that üe
navigation profile takes l5 minutes deterministicaliy regardless of airfield number. [n addition to that the
navigation profile is carried out only in outboıııd flights. The flight in sequence number one in Table 2 above
states that two F-16 aircraft of Base-1, takes-off at 08:l5 and lands at 09:l5 to the
Base-1. But when analyzed the flight duration in depth with the assumptions made in this model, following
the take ofl two F-16 do the l5-minute navigation profile, which is P1, before reaching at the training area
lA, carry out üe mission in the field and lands after a predetermined recovery time. ln other words, event
though the flight seems to take 60 minutes, combat training portion of it is just 30 minutes. Six mission
flights with 18 A/C is shown in Table-2, two ofthe flights takes-off and lands back to Base-l, two of them
eiüer takes-off or lands Base-1 only.

Input aıalysis is conducted in oıder to determine the input probabiliğ distıibutions. First, descriptive
statistics is recorded regarding to input data. Second, informal tests are conducted for statistics. Lastly, the
formal tests are applied to determine the probabiliŞ distributions of input data. The results of input
distribution such as interarrival times of ta]<es-off and landing, training and exercise times are listed in Table-
3.
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Sequence
Number

Date
ğear
Month
Dry)

Take-
off

Base

Landing
Base

Take-
off

Time

Landing
Time Squadron

Nc
T}pe &
Quantity

Airfield
Nuınber

l 20080901 Base -l Base -l 08: l5 09:15 Base - 1 2XF-l6 1,4, P1

2 20080901 Base -l Other 08:3 0 Base -1 4XT-4E09:1 0 l A-B-C

2008090l Other Base -1 08:40 09:3 0 Base - 1 3XI---l6 1A

1 2008090l Base -l Base -1 08:20 09:05 other 3xF-l6 lA-B

2008090l Base -1 other 08:25 09:07 Other 4xF-4E lE, P2

6 2008090l otheİ Base - 1 l8:15 l9i00 Other 2xF_16 1E_F-G
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confidence
Degree

Evaluationp-YalueDistribution std.
Error

Degrees
of

Freedom

Variable

Appıopriate
Distribution

<0.005 %950,00 5 21 143
Interarrival
times ol
takes-off

_0.00l +

wEIB(18.2,
0,6l3)

Appropriate
Distributionl4,4 <0,0459 %97,5

-0.001 + 55l
* BETA(0,

0)
0.002 7

Interarrival
times of
landing

Appıopriate
Distribution

,7.33
0.06 56 %97,5

-0.001 r,

E)(Po(75,7) 0.005
Training
Area lB
(in Peace)

Appropriate
Distribution

<0,0050.006590 0 0,41,1

Training
Area 18

(in Exeıcise)
put a stri uhon

MoDELING
Assumptions

Within the scope of this Study, only one ofthe Turkish Air Force bases, coded as Base-1, is analyzed lrnd

logistics suppolt issues such as maintenance facilities and parking area avaiIable in the Base-[ are exclııderl. Tt

is assumed that any deparfure from Base-1 may end up with landing Base-l or 1he othcr bases as part of the

mission. By the same token, any departue ffom the other bases may end up with landing Base-l. Each Air
Force Base has its own series of taining aleas which have predetermined height, width and depth. I] is

assumed üat Base_l has 14 different training areas. Regarding the mission, the A/C may either occupy o.-ıly

one training area such as lA or a combination oftlaining areas such as 1A, 1B and lC. The search and resı:ue

flights are ignored in the model due to the fact that they do not use up runway and tlaining area resources.

Conceptual Model
System elements of flight cycle Simulation model like events, entities, attributes, variables are defined as

follows' 
Eyents

Events are the ones which chaı]ge the state instantaneously. Events in this study can be listed as follo\vs.

The tate_off preparation in the runway, the ıunway usage during tate-off, deparlure to the other bases, tal:e-

off during exercise and tıaining pcriods, üe ıon-usage of training aıeas (missions such as air-to-ground,

feconnaissance, cap ctc.), deparfuIe to the training area Wo low/high altitude profile fliglrt, recovery, the

Iar]ding of A/C that take off from the other bases.
Entities

Entities are the ones which are dynamic and flow through the system. Entities in this study zre

fundemantally the A/C.
Attributes

Attlibutes are the ones which differentiate the entities froıı each other. Attributes in this study are

squadron names, Base names, ta]<e off base, larıding base, tıaining area, A/C §pe aıd the number of A/C in
the flight.

VariabIes
Variables, core part of the simulation, are the ones which are defined by user or predefined systen

characteristics. Variables are used for explaining the events in the system. Daily flight program is used as zm

input. Based on daily basis, the variables used in the model are as follows. The probabili§ of taking-off arıd

landing to Base-1, the probability of taking-off from Base-l aıd landing to the other bases and vice-versa, the

number of A/C that are landing Base_1, the probability of mission groups that have one, tu,o, thlee, four, fir'e

and more A/C, the probability of take-offs that are carried out in either training or exercise periods, tte
probability of departure to training area in eiüer training or exercise periods, üe probability of departure 1o

training area w/o low,tıigh altitude profile, the pİobabiliry of departuİe for each of the 14 training areas in
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eitheı training oI exelcise periods.
Measures of performance

The measures of performance for the study aIe the number of A/C that take-off oı landing, nrnway usage
and usage ofthe each training areas.

Logical Model
The logical model is depicted in Figure-1 as below. The steps in üe logical model are sumrnarized.

. The A/c performs flight and engine controls in the runway before take-off.

. The take-offbase caıı be either Base-1 or the other bases.

. If the take-off is from üe other bases, then the usage of nınway in Base-l is only observed during the
landing. Following the larıding, the entity leaves the System.

. If the take-off and landing are only to Base-l, then the usage of runway in Base-l is observed during both
take off and landing.

. ]f the take-off is ftom Base-l and landing is to the other bases, then the usage of runway in
Base-1 is only observed during take off.

. Take-off can be in either tıaining or exercise periods. In either case, the departure to the training area can
be w/o low/high altitude profile. Duıing the exercise periods the operational tempo is higher than training
periods.

ı It is determined how long the flight will take in the case ofnot using training area. After the completion of
the flight, the A/C will land Base-1, occupy the rrrnway ıesource, and the entity will be disposed.

. If the departure plan does not requile low,tıigh profile, then the how long the flight to training area take
will be determined by expert opinion. The usage oftıaining aıea is determined by the distribution foıınd in
input analysis. Following the recovery, the usage of Base-1 runway is recorded, and the entity will be
disposed.

. If the departure plaı requires low/high profile, then the runway usage is recorded, and then the
deterministic duration time of profile flight, the usage of training aıea determined by the distribution
found in input analysis, recovery, the usage of Base-l runway aıe recorded, and the entity will be
disposed.

NN N
N N

Dispose

Figure 9 Logic Model

usage

Usage
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simulation Model
The simulation model with several sub-modules is developed according to the steps in the flight model in

ARENA 4.0. Following the taI<e-ofi for the deparfures that do not fly back to the Base-l "The other Flight

Module,,, for the number of A,/Cs that take-off "Training Peıiod Module" and "Exercise Period Module', lor

not using the training aıea "Flight" module, lor departure to training area without profi]e "No Profi]e Moc ule"

and for departure to training area rvith profile "Profilc Module" are developed with respect to input data, its

probabilities and distributions. These probabilities are actually the result of frequency usage of each training

area and distributions ale the result of duration spent in each training area. Since there are l'1 training areır for

Base_l, we end up with a total of28 probabili§ and mission distributions for each training area in both

training and exercise periods. "Flight Module" assuınes that the duration of departure to or Iecovery frorrü the

tıaininğ area takes 5 minutes and the rest öf the flight is considered as part of mission flight. "LanJing
Module,, is developed by using intcrarrival timcs of landing and used 1br dctermining tl]e number of lan,Jing

missions and associaıed wiıh A/Cs.

VERIFICATION AND VAI-IDATION
verification

Verification is the study to detenıine whether the simulation model is a replesentation of logic modtll or

not. In other words, verification provides "ınodeling right" elfort [5]. The flight cycle simulation model is first

debugged, and then the simulation and logic model comparatively evaluated and check by expert users- l\s a

resulİ the flight cycle model is verified without any enor [6]. ln order to control whether the output o1 the

simulation is simiıar to the leal input data, the compalison is made [7]. As a result of this comparison, it is

concluded that the simulation model is built in a right way. The frequencies fol going to the training areas can

be grouped as low, modelate and high. The results of the ınodel respond accordingly if changing the highest

frequencies to the lowest or vice versa. 
validation

This stage is the expression of the notional model with the real model [8]. The validation of the

assumptions made in the model was controlled by the experts in that area_ white-Box Validalion is also teen

done in this Study. with in üe scope of this validation, the outputs of the simulation were inspected at the

micro level. The values of the larıdings which were done to the other bases other thaıı the deparfure airfield

and the usage frequencies of üe training areas wele compared wjth the leal values at the 950lo confidence

level. The outputs of the model were examined at üe macro level at the Black-Box validation pıocesı;. 5

replications were done and the results were harıdled al the 95ok confidence level. The average number of the

flights and the usage pergentage of the runway obtained in the simulation were compared with the real data.

The comparison results were pıesented in the Table 4.

F],ntitv Name Averagc
(5 Rcp.)

Averagc
(Real)

Explanation

FoIloving the take-off, the number
of flights that land to the other
bases.

4,4x 2,42 1 white Box

The number ofall take-offs 34,20 t 8,5 Black Rox

Runway Usage o,2l t 0,05 0,15 Black Box

Table 4 White/Black Validation

OUTPUT ANALYSIS
Based on the randorn input and laıdom output, the replication and deletion n'ıethod is used in analyzing

the output. The length of one replication in simulation model is determined by analyzing the daily inPut datz .

Determination of Replication Number
Five replications are conducted for each measures of performance in the model and the results aıe sho'vn

in Table-S. The required replication number is determined by taking into consideration of mean, standtird

deviation of output and acceptable error limit (')[9]. The formula used in determining üe number of
,l37
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l oız,n .ıSo

E

2

İ>

Variable AYerage
(sim)

std.
Dev.
(s0)

Acceptable
Error Limit

(' )

Required
Replication
Number @)

Total Number of Flights That
Take-off 34,20 3,06 2 Flights l8

Total Number of A./C Take, off 66,40 6,49 4NC 20
Total Number of Flights that
Take-offto the other Bases

4,40 l Flight 6

Total Number of Flights that
land to the Base-l 6,80 1,59 2 Flights 5

Total Numbeı of A/C that land to
üe Base-l. 9,8 0 l0

The pıobability of Flights to the
other than training areas. 0,46 0,08 20

The percentage ofrunway Usage 0,21 0,02 y"I 3l
The percentage ofTraining Area-
K Usage

0,6,7 0,16 %|0 l9

The percentage ofTraining Area-
T Usage

0,5 9 0,19 %|0 31

Table 5 -The Calculation ofRequired Replication Number at the 95o% Coniidence Degree

Replication and Deletion Method
As seen in Table-5, since the highest required replication number is 3l, the simulation is run with 31

replications. After determining the warm-up period, the effect of warm-up is deleted from the output. For each
measures of performance, the 95 percent confidence interval is established and compaıed with the real data.
The results are shown in Table-6.

OInternational Logistics and Supply Chain Congress' 2010
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replication is below. 14 different training areas are considered in the simulation model, but only two of them
aİe Selected and applied output analysis techıiques due to the usage frequency and importaİıce.

0,8,1

2NC
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Variable
Aver
age

(Sim)

std.
Dev.
(s0)

confidence Interval
(9s%)

Average
(R.eal)

Total Number of Flights That
Take-off

34,20 3,06 25 x 2,71 |2I,97 -2,7 ,39l 23,41

Total Number of .d/C Take -off 66,10 6,19 54 x 6,32 |4,7 ,26-59 ,90J 19,61

Total Number of Flights that
Take-offto the other Bases

4.40 0,87 4+ 0,,7,7 [3,30-4,83]

Total Number ofFlighls that Iand

to the Base-l
6,80 1,5 9 l0 t 1,23 [8,58-11,03] 4,09

Total Number ofA/C that land to
the Base-1.

9,80 1),7 14x2,13 [] 1,57-15,84] 6,09

The probability of Flights to the
other than training areas.

0,46 0,,13 + 0,08 0,40

The percentage ofrunway Usage 0,2| 0,02 0,14

The percentage ofTrainiırg Area-
K Usage

0,67 0,16 0,66t 0,12 [0,53-0,57]
0,57

The percentage ofTıaining Area-
T Usage

0,5 9 0,19 0,32 + 0,l0 [0,20-0,22l 0,20

Table 6 The Compaıison Befiveen Simulation Results and Real Data

Simulation results at the 95 % Confidence Degree and the input data are, generally within the acceptable

errof limits. 'fhe rcsults ol "'I-otal Number of FIights that land to the Base-l " and "Total Nunıber of A/C that

land to üe Base-1" aıe validated with the expert users.

RESULTs
When the Sjmulation fesults and real results ale compafed, the Simulation lesults are very close to the real

applications, aürd the assumplions made in the model about tıke-off aıd landing durations aıe considerel as

true. Considering the number of flights and A/C associated with each flight, the runway uSage is found ]o,V aS

expected. On the other harıd, 1he usage of Training area-K is high, when considering the allocating more A/C
to the Base-l, the usage ofthe tlaining alea-K will go higher and may effect the al]ocation decision. The uı;age

of the training area-T, which is the second highest usage probabili§, does not have a preliminarily effecl on

the allocation of mole new A/C to the Base-l.
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